ABSTRACT. In this paper we introduce a notion of multilinear product ¡br triples in Set, which if it is given by a distributive law Ihen coincides with the one given by Hunge. Wc also demonstrate that the tensor product of two triples, if there exist, is an initial object jo a suitable category of multilinear products.
INTRODUCTION
In "Producto de triples" ( [8] ) the definition that is given of the product of triples generalizes the notion of distributive law, according to Beck ([2] ). The tensor product is studied by E. Manes in various articles ( [10] , [11] , [12] ), for triples in the caíegory Set, of sets and maps.
M. Bunge, in ([3] ), studies the relationship between composition triple and tensor product of triples, for triples in Set. In this paper, it is given tIxe definition of distributive multilinear law, which is the distributive law in which each algebra over the compositiori triple is also a bialgebra.
The aim of the present paper is to introduce a notion of multilinear product for triples in Set, which if it is given by a distributive law then coincides with the one given by Bunge, ami to demonstrate that the tensor product of two triples T and 5, if there exist, is an initial object in the category whose objects are multilinear products R = (TS)r, and whose morphisms a: R -4 R' are morphisms of triples that make the following diagram commutative R T 1.6 Taking one of the examples given in [2] . we obtain a product (TS)r, in which r is not a distributive Iaw. In fact, if T and 5 are graduated rings, R = S®T is a ring with the product operation:
(8 indicates the degree), being 101 the unity element. Moreover, the maps 
4½ T -4 TOS, 4)T(t)
=
TENSOR PRODUCT OF TRIPLES
2.1 Let n e Sed and (-f: Set -4 Set be the functor Hom(n,-). íf T = (T, iT' MT) IS a triple in Set, a n-ary operation over T is a natural trausformation (-Y t 1. 
2.2 lf T and 5 are triples lii Set, a S-T-bialgehra is a 3-triple (X,a,~>, with (X,a) and 5-algebra and (X,~) a T-algebra such that for alí n,m e Sed, g: (-Y'~T and h: (-y"~5 tIte following holds true: i.e.: a~o (5~~) = t o (r' X) [12] , proposition 2.9, page 210).
We will say that an R-algebra (X,'r) is a bialgebra if the 5-algebra (X,a~) and the T-algebra (X4) make an S-T-bialgebra (X, a~,~). i.e.:
í.e.:
o (54,) o ((h~g)X)
operations g: (-f~T and
it is immediately proved that the last equality is equivalent te:
3. 3 From foriner definitions we can conclude, trivially, that for a multilinear product R, every R-algebra is a bialgebra. Its reciprocal result is also true. If R is a product and every R-algebra is a bialgebra, ¡ten R is multilinear as a consequence of the following result: íf T is a triple in Set and a,13: (-)"~T are k-ary operations over then a = 13 if and only if t -t~for every T-algebra (Xsr) ( [3] , lemma 2.5, page 145).
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To obtain our result. it is enough to take n m (-) and ¡3= Let R' = (R', iR" m') = (TS)r~be mi arbitrary multilinear product and 4í~: 5~R', 41T: T~R' the corresponding rnorphisms of triples.
is mi S-T-bialgebra. íf j is the funetor j: SetR'~SetíSTí such that j(X,t') = then the following diagram of functors is commutative: 1Set~(R'X,m'X), so Set"(R'X,m'X) = Set0(R'X,m'X),
